
Case Study: Oakland Hills Country Club and Environmental Change

“The Lord intended this land to be a golf course,” said architect Donald Ross when he 

first saw the land that would soon be known as Oakland Hills Country Club. From a rolling 

pasture to a historical and world renowned golf course, Oakland Hills Country Club is almost 

100 years old with much history in the land, the club, and its members. Donald Ross was the 

architect who designed the club which is still the same basic structure today.1 Located in 

Bloomfield Township, Oakland Hills is made up of two golf courses; north and south, a club 

house, and Olympic sized swimming pool. This is a private country club that has over five 

hundred members (not including their spouses and children). Many different golf tournaments 

have been held at this beautiful course such as, six United States Open championships, three 

PGA’s, two United States Senior Opens, one United States Women’s Amateur, a Western Open, a 

Ryder Cup, and the United States Amateur.2 There is no arguing when saying that this club is 

prestigious and historic. The question sought out for this case study was; what was there before 

Oakland Hills, the land that the lord deemed worthy of a golf course, and how has it changed 

over the years in order to keep up with the standards that its members have for their club?

The Director of Agronomy of Oakland Hills, Steve Cook, had answers for what the land 

was before it became one of the most famous country clubs in the United States. The land was 

originally two separate farms owned by Joseph Mack and Norval Hawkins. When looking at plat 

records you can see the change in ownership from these two men to then Oakland Hills. Before 
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Mack and Norval, ownership was split up into smaller sections but was still used as farm land.3 

Bloomfield Township was 25 miles from Detroit, in the country and was considered a “get-a-

way” for people on the weekends.4 When looking at land ownership in the Bloomfield area over 

the years it is easy to see the expansion of subdivisions that surrounded the land owned by 

Oakland Hills. In one record that was dated in 1930 the area right next to the club was owned by 

Collateral Liquidation Corporation,5 but when looking at plat records in the 1970s that same land 

was in the hands of Berkshire Glens and Villas.6 The ownership of this land to Berkshire shows 

that suburbs were forming. 

 When observing the same land from the 1930s and 1970s plat records today first hand, 

one would see elaborate houses that, according to the 1998 plat record sit on land that is still 

owned by Berkshire Glens and Villas. These houses are homes to many of the members that 

belong to Oakland Hills. A photo taken in the 1930s of the land that Oakland hills sits on,7 shows 

you many houses or businesses surrounding it like there are today, but flat areas covered with 

many trees. Comparing the picture to a 1949 photograph,8 just shy of 20 years later, there are 

obvious differences such as distinct roads, less forestry, and transformation slightly in the land. 

Membership grew over the years due to the many subdivisions and businesses that sprouted up. 

People were drawn to the suburban life that was forming around the club. The urbanization of 
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Bloomfield Township made it possible for people to work, close to home and raise children in a 

safe environment.  

When the club first opened in 1922 it was considered “unfinished” and cost 650,000 

dollars that way.  Originally the clubhouse had accommodations for 48 overnight guests to stay. 

This was common during the time period; guests would come and stay for a weekend here and 

there like Steve Cook said as a “get-a-way.” The area was still considered more of country land. 

With roads being added and motels popping up in surrounding areas, the need for these 

accommodations were no longer necessary. These changes in the area lead to an eventual 

renovation to the club house such as changing the club house from having overnight 

accommodations to having business rooms and banquet facilities. At the opening of the club, 

there was only the club house and the south course which is often referred to as “the monster,” 

but work on the north course began right away.9

 The north course was placed on the opposite side of Maple Road which is the road in 

which the club house is located to this day. The north would be ready for its members to play on 

two years later in 1924.  What is interesting about the north course is that for all extensive 

purposes, it was used as a second course to the members that belonged to the club however, 

when the Great Depression hit it was opened as its own entity and was called North Hills. This 

was a semi private club that was open for daily greens fees and stayed this way until 1969 when 

it became the second course to Oakland Hills once again.10 Even with the economy the way it 
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was during the Great Depression, people still wanted it to be possible to golf. In order to 

overcome the obstacle of maple road for golfers who wished to golf the north, the installation of 

the world’s largest arched aluminum pedestrian bridge was brought to the site already put 

together. This bridge is still standing today. Today, the north course is still second to the south 

course but plans for renovation of it are being brought to the board in order to change different 

holes on the course. 

Southeast Michigan and Oakland County sit on an area that was once a glacier. The soils 

and land movement reflect that piece of information. There are a lot of lakes in Bloomfield Hills 

and surrounding areas for example and soils are very rich in the area-which is partly why farms 

in the area were so successful. It makes sense that there were so many farms in the area before 

Oakland Hills gained ownership of the land. The soils on the south course are more organic in 

nature and on the north course the soils are sandier. This is something Steve Cook and his 

grounds crew employees have to keep in mind when working to maintain each course at Oakland 

hills and what changes they can make in order to keep up with championship golf course 

standards. This also effects how they go about treating each course whether they are watering, 

irrigating, or mowing each course.

One of the main reasons the land the two golf courses sit on has been altered so many 

times over the years has been to keep up with golf championship standards and to continue to 

challenge golf professionals. These golfers come from all over to play the course, mainly the 

south course because this is the main course at the club. As stated earlier, the site was originally 

open farm land and then over time was over planted with trees but that changed quickly. During 

the Great Depression, aside from the north course being switched to North Hill, there were 
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changes made to lessen costs of maintenance, removing some of the bunkers on the course for 

example. Over the years, the changes to the land were mostly changes in bunkers, removal of 

trees, and some surface contours being enlarged or altered. The land itself has not hindered any 

changes that have needed to be made. Any changes that the club has wanted to make have been 

possible. 

Before the United States Open in 1951, Robert Jones reshaped the south course in order 

for it to be up to par with championship level golf courses. These changes done by Jones made 

Oakland Hills the first golf course to be strengthened after the Second World War. In 2008 the 

club hosted the PGA championship which required more alterations to the course and were to be 

designed by Rees Jones, Robert Jones’ son. What Jones did to alter the course was lengthen 15 

holes on the south. This added 346 yards compared to the holes in 1996.11 When looking up the 

environmental effects of greens it was found that depending on two different kinds of grass or 

green that is put in. If a course uses bent grass they run the risk of it being infested with a weed 

from poa annua. Oakland hills uses this type of green. Jones also made fairways on the south 

course narrower and changed depth, size and placement of bunkers throughout the course. These 

are practical alterations that occur on many golf courses when hosting an event such as the PGA 

but these changes helped to make Oakland Hills even more difficult in the world of golf which as 

many will know, is what courses strive to do. 

Before Oakland Hills, the land was flat, trees everywhere, and used for farming, now it 

has bunkers and hills in order to add obstacles to the course. In a picture showing bunkers that 
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lay along the south course’s 12 fairway,12 viewers can see that the land is anything but flat farm 

land now. Oakland Hills has become more and more superior to other golf courses since it 

opened in 1922 due to many reasons one could assume. One reason is the changes made over the 

years to the club itself; another is the changes or urbanization to the surrounding area. With the 

area around it becoming more suburban and richer in socioeconomic status it made since to make 

Oakland hills more appealing and more prestigious. 

In the 1990s members were hit with an important decision to make. The club house was 

showing signs of age and something needed to be done to keep up with the grandeur that 

Oakland hills was and is known for. The members decided to knock everything but the walls 

down and start building. This cost the members 16.25 million dollars and took 18 months to 

finish. When the club house was finished it brought more attraction to the club with its golf shop, 

bakery, exercise rooms, men and women locker room lounges, meeting rooms, and three 

different bar areas. The club also updated their heating and plumbing which made the club able 

to stay open during the winter months when it usually closed down for the season. This had an 

impact on the land and the area because it made the club more desirable, more people moved 

closer in order to utilize all of the perks of being a member there. These kind of changes not only  

made the land that Oakland Hills more desirable but Bloomfield as a whole as well. 

Since Oakland Hills Country Club gained ownership of the land in 1916, the land has 

expanded, grown, and changed a great deal. It changed from a flat farm land filled with trees, to 

two of the most nationally known golf courses. It is has been 90 years and the club is still opened 

and attracting many people for membership. To keep up with golf tradition and continuing 
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challenging the world’s best golfers, alterations to the two different courses has occurred over 

time and does not seem to be stopping anytime soon. What people may not realize about golf 

course regulations is that there are many and that architects need to pay close attention to these 

regulations before making any changes to the environment. Architect, Rees Jones who did the 

redesign of the south course for the PGA championship in 2008 created Rees Jones, 

Incorporation in 1974. This has made it necessary for any project on a golf course to be aware of 

their responsibility to the land. What Jones seeks is for golf courses to “co-exist in harmony with 

the landscape while benefitting the environment.” Golf is one of the only sports that depend 

heavily on the land itself. What Rees Jones Inc. does is make sure that a team of specialists such 

as; engineers, hydrologists, chemical scientists, soil scientists, and many more agree on each 

project or golf course design. These groups of people try and find land that they consider 

“broken” and try and improve it. Land that was once used as farm land is good for this business a 

lot of the time because once farming stops and a golf course is formed, the soil becomes richer in 

nutrients that grounds crew workers provide the land with. Res Jones Inc. strives for 

environmental compliance and of course a solid golf experience.13 

 It is good to know that there are regulations and different environmentalists 

playing a part in the golf world so that the landscape is not being abused. The question asked in 

the beginning was what changes have been made to the land that Oakland Hills sits on. The 

answer is simple in a way; it has been morphed into a successful business where two golf courses 

sit and golf championships are played. Has Oakland Hills changed the land’s worth? Yes, in one 
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way, it has made the land profitable because many people from around the United States, and 

even the world, come to play “The Monster,” that is Oakland Hills south course, but in another 

way it seems that, this land may now only be successful as a golf course so maintenance of it will 

have to continue for the land to continue to flourish as such. 
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